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Knowledge by Deutsche Bank

There has been a suggestion by Deutsche Bank that there may have been

confusion around certain terms such as reserves neutrality.

The Commission is not persuaded to accept this argument and is satisfied

that Deutsche Bank understood that at all limes the transactions should

not result in the outflow of capital from the country. This is from the

evidence presented by the Reserve Bank, the correspondence between

Deutsche Bank and the Reserve Bank, the terms of the application and

Deutsche Bank's undertakings to the Reserve Bank regarding the issue of

reserves neutrality. The Reserve Bank has defined the term in its

Quarterly Bulletin which it must be presumed Deutsche Bank is familiar

with

Even if Deutsche Bank did not understand the exact meaning, it had a

duty to clarify issues with the Reserve Bank. Apart from the Rulings and

Manual which Deutsche Bank is expected to be fully conversant with,

there is also the Liaison Committee of the South African Reserve Bank

where issues that are not clearly understood can be clarified and debated

between the SARB and Authorised Dealers.

353 Deutsche Bank knew or should have known that while non residents such

as Deutsche Bank London can deal in the South African foreign exchange

market without being subject to exchange control, if they wish to hedge

such transactions they must have a firm and ascertained exposure to

possible losses arising from foreign exchange rates and other risks arising

from such transactions.

354.

In its correspondence with the SARB, Deutsche Bank's explanation of the

term currency leakage shows that its understanding of the term does not

differ from the SARB reserve neutral.
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Since Treasury delegated its powers to the SARB, it is the SARB who sets

conditions on which transactions may be entered into.

Any conditions contained therefore in an approval by the SARB must be

complied with by the applicant notwithstanding that such conditions may

not be contained in the Regulations, Rulings or Orders and Rules. Failure

to comply with such conditions would be a t:.Dntrav.ention of Regulation

10(1)(c) as read with Regulation 22.

The Exchange Control Rulings set out the procedures to be followed by

Authorised Dealers in administering the Exchange Control Regulations.

Section A(B) of the Rulings state the following:

"Authorised Dealers will appreciate that in carrying out the

important duties entrusted to them; uniformity of policy is essential,

and that to ensure this, it is necessary for the Exchange Control

Regulations and the Exchange Control Rulings and Circulars

thereunder to be applied strictly and impartially by all concerned,

Any deviation from or non compliance with the directives contained

in the aforementioned documents is regarded in a serious light and

Authorised Dealers are urged to adhere strictly to the letter and the

spirit of these directives, In the interest of all parties concerned the

severe penalties that may be imposed in the event of

transgressions of the Regulations, Rulings, Circulars and other

directives and authorities need to be emphasized",118

362. With regard to disclosures, the Rulings are explicit

as follows:

Section A(D)(ii) reads

"The Exchange Department of the South African Reserve Bank is

required to be in possession of full information regarding the

118
Rulings contained in SARB Vol 1
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transaction, its nature and purpose, before consulting with the

Treasury or exercising the authority conferred on it by the Minister

of Finance. When submitting applications for consideration,

Authorised Dealers should ensure at all time that the full first

names and surnames of an applicant are furnished and, unless

specific attention is drawn thereto that the same names are used in

subsequent applications. In addition. Aufhorised Dealers must also

state whether or not they recommend a .tr.ansaction ~and ,thEir

reason for giving or withholding their recommendation."

Authorised Dealers are also required to provide full particulars of any

underlying transactions. Section (D)(ii) further states:

"Applications submitted to the Exchange Control Department of the

South African Reserve Bank, which do not contain sufficient

information, will be returned to the applicant's banker and,

accordingly, to avoid unnecessary work and delay Authorised

Dealers must ensure that full and precise particulars of the

underlying transactions are given in the first instance. "

The Rulings further provide that no deviation should occur from the

original application. Section A(D)(iv) reads in part:

"It is essential that any transaction of an exchange control nature

must be finalised on the particular basis which was formally

sanctioned and any deviation from the arrangement originally

approved should be referred to the Exchange Control Department

of the South African Reserve Bank."
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Deutsche Bank Contravened the Rulinas Section A(D)(ii) in tha!:

Deutsche Bank failed to disclose the following transactions:

365.1 The conversion by Deutsche Bank London of a total of R229 350

000 for GBP 20 million.

365.2 The script Lending Agreement concluded between~ar1dard Bank

of South Africa SBCSA and Deutsche Securities.

365.3 Bond repurchase agreement between Deutsche Bank London and

Deutsche Bank Johannesburg.

365.4 The transfer of South African Bonds by Deutsche Bank

Johannesburg to Deutsche Bank London as security for the script

Lending Agreement between Deutsche Bank London and

Deutsche Bank Johannesburg where Deutsche Bank

Johannesburg acted as agent for Deutsche Securities.

365.5 The forward sale of Nampak shares between Deutsche Bank

London and Deutsche Securities was disclosed to the SARB but it

failed to disclose all the details and link it with the Nampak share

placement.

Deutsche Bank contravened Requlation 10(1)(c) as read with ReQulation

22 by exchanQinQ R229 350 000 for GBP 20 million

As in the case of Sasol, Deutsche Bank as late as October 2001 when

questioned by the SARB did not disclose that it had exchanged Rands for

British Pounds. Deutsche Bank asserted that it did not deplete the

reserves as it had done a bond re-purchase agreement but it failed to

produce any evidence confirming an initial purchase by Deutsche Bank
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London of the bonds which formed the subject of the re-purchase

agreement.

Nam ak contravened Re ulation 10 1 c and the Section A D iv of the

Rulin s read with Re ulation 22 in that it deviated from the ur ose for

which the share Jacement was a roved without seekin rior

approval of the SARB.

be boUQht by foreiqn investors with foreiqn currency and not Rands.

A sample of such shares investigated by the Commission found no

evidence that the shares on-sold to long term investors were settled in

foreign currency and in fact all sales were settled in Rand.

From the evidence it seems clear that there was no need for Deutsche

Bank London to have a currency hedge. According to the Reserve Bank

what occurred was in fact not a currency hedge but a spot transaction with

a straight exchange of Rand for British Pounds.

RECOMMENDATION

The Commission recommends that the contraventions of exchange control

committed by Nampak and Deutsche Bank be referred to the Director of

Public Prosecutions for appropriate action.

LEGAL ARGUMENTS BY SARB AND DEUTSCHE BANK

REPRESENTATIONS BY DEUTSCHE BANK AND THE RESERVE BANK

370. Reference has been made elsewhere in this report to the investigation

conducted by the 8ARB after it became concerned about the 8asol,
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Nampak and M-Cell share placement executed by Deutsche Bank on

behalf of the corporates.

371 Mr James Cross former Deputy Governor of the SARB, stated that late in

September or early October a phone call was received from another

person working for the same institution advising that according to

information received by their bank certajn offshore acquisitions by South

African companies had been financed by using the .domestic balance

sheets of the company in question to fund the offshore acquisition which

would normally have been in contravention of the Exchange Control

Regulations. Sasol's name was mentioned in the course of the latter

telephone conversation. The view of the person was that such

transactions had negative implications for the exchange rate of the Rand.

It was then suggested by Mr Cross to the Exchange Control Department

that they should review the execution of the transactions in question.

The Exchange Control Department of the Reserve Bank began reviewing

the share placements executed by Deutsche Bank at the beginning of

October and the review culminated in a settlement agr,ee.ment.entel:ed,jnto

between Deutsche Bank and the SARB. It appears that after significant

delays in finalising the review, the two parties accelerated their efforts to

reach a settlement at the same time as the public hearings of the

Commission drew to a close.

On 24 May Deutsche Bank and the SARB requested a closed hearing with

the Commission and presented to the Commission for the first time a

settlement agreement which it requested not to be released to the public.

Subsequently and as a result of the settlement details being leaked to the

press, Deutsche Bank and the SARB agreed that it could be made public.

Initially it was not clear why either party thought to present the settlement

agreement to the Commission as the proceedings of the Commission and
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the review by the Reserve Bank are two independent processes followed

by each institution with have its own mandate. The reason for bringing the

settlement agreement to the Commission became clear during the then

closed and confidential hearing as a result of the submissions by Counsel

for the Reserve Bank, Mr Ginsberg,supported by Deutsche Bank Counsel.

It would be worthwhile to summarise the submissions by the SARB's legal

representative and Deutsche Bank. Mr Ginsberg'.s -submissions centered

on Regulation 12 of the Regulations in terms which this Commission was

set up. (Government Gazette 23094).

Regulation 12 provides that where the Commission is satisfied upon

evidence or information presented to it that its enquiry may adversely

affect any existing, instituted or pending legal proceedings or any

investigation instituted in terms of any law, such evidence shall be handled

in a manner so as not to adversely affect such legal proceedings or

investigations

It is not necessary to establish whether or not the review'coooucted .bythe

Reserve Bank falls within the meaning of Regulation 12. Even if it did, the

settlement agreement was a conclusion of the investigation by the

Reserve Bank.

378 Counsel for the SARB sought to argue that the Commission is prevented

from making a finding in relation to the exchange control matters raised by

the evidence as this could be interpreted as being in conflict with

Regulation 12 and secondly it would breach the secrecy provisions of

Section 33(2) of the Reserve Bank Act.

379. Both arguments have no legal substance. There is no investigation or

legal proceedings that a finding of the Commission can have any adverse

effect on even if the Commission should come to the conclusion (which it
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does not) that the investigation by the SARB is an investigation which

Regulation 12 refers to. The settlement agreement was finalised on 22

May, two days prior to the hearing. It was signed by both Deutsche Bank

and the SARB and by their own admission was a finalisation of the review

by the SARB. In as far as Section 33 of the Reserve Bank Act is

concerned, the SARB effectively withdrew this submission as it and

Deutsche Bank agreed that the settlement agreement could be made

public.

The SARB further argued at the hearing that in view of the fact that the

settlement between it and Deutsche Bank was in full and final settlement

of all disputes and claims between the Reserve Bank and Deutsche Bank,

the Commission is precluded from expressing an opinion and making a

finding on the exchange control issue.

Couns~1 for SARB further submitted that evidence has been led and had

been "very clear' that the transactions did not affect or lead to or cause

the rapid depreciation of the exchange rate of the Rand. Since this is the

Commission's purpose it has no mandate to pronounce on ,the exchange

control issue

In a letter dated 7 June 2002 Deutsche Bank through its attorneys also

argued that in view of the fact that there has been "no evidence before the

Commission that any of the transactions comprising the assets swaps

gave rise or contributed to the rapid depreciation of the Rand" and

because the Commission can only proceed to look into the illegality or

otherwise of such transactions if it had found that it had an impact, the

Commission is precluded, not only from making any finding but also

reporting on the legality or ethics of the assets swaps and related

transactions.119

119
See Annexure 24
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383 Deutsche Bank further argued that the settlement agreement provides for

a full and final settlement of all claims, disputes and proceedings that

either it or the SARB may have against each other and the Commission

cannot make a finding in respect of the asset swaps as it would be a

repudiation of the Reserve Bank's authority.

384 Both Counsel for SARB and Deutsche Bank make a factual error in

asserting that there was no evid,ence before the Commission that. the

transactions had an impact on the exchange rate. In response to a

question by Deutsche Bank's counsel, Mr Grove from the Reserve Bank

stated that he was not able to state that the transactions had an impact on

the exchange rate of the Rand. This is quite different from stating that it

had no impact and no such assertion was made by the SARB.

Presumably because that was not the focus of the SARB's investigation

but rather whether or not the corporates and Deutsche Bank had complied

with Exchange Control Regulations.

385 The investigating team who investigated the Deutsche Bank transactions

on behalf of the Commission indicated that they Y/ere~not ,.able 10 state

whether or not these transactions contributed, or gave rise to the rapid

depreciation of the exchange rate of the Rand. They did however state

that in the case of Nampak, on the transaction date, the Rand

depreciated

386 During the Commission hearing it was pointed out to both the SARB and

Deutsche Bank that the review that the SARB had undertaken and the

work of the Commission were two independent processes which while

having in common the same subject matter are distinct and unrelated.

One is a Commission of Inquiry. duly established by the President of

South Africa and the other the SARB. The mandate of the Commission is

established by the Terms of Reference. The Commission cannot be
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